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Abstract

Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF) technologies refer to the fabrication of physical parts directly from
computer based solid models described by STL (Stereo Lithography) or VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling
Language) files generated by Computer-Aided Design (CAD) systems. Most of the SFF processes produce parts
by building them layer by layer using a row by row pattern, though it is possible to build the part using other
patterns. The SFF technology represents a challenge to designers who, in addition to making decisions
concerning optimum shape and functionality of the entire part, have'to take under consideration several other
manufacturing factors. These factors cover a wide range of technical issues such as Computer-Aided Design
model generation, part description and model slicing files, laser path files, precision of part design, rendering
patterns, manufacturing tolerances, thermal expansion and residual stress phenomena.
This paper investigates the effect of rendering patterns on the integrity, material characteristics and
mechanical properties of the parts prepared by a desk-top SFF device using diode lasers. Fe - Bronze (Cu - Sn)
premixed metal powders were used as the starting material. The particle size was about 100 /lm to 200 /lm.
Density, tensile strength and microstructure of the parts prepared using different rendering patterns were
characterized. The results were analyzed to seek optimal rendering patterns. It was noticed that the samples
were strong along the laser scanning direction, while they were weak perpendicular to the scanning direction.
These results suggest that the laser scanning patterns should be designed to minimize the warping and maximize
the strength of the part in the direction depending on the part's function.
1. Introduction

Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF) is a Rapid Prototyping (RP) technology that makes it possible to build
a part from metal or ceramic powders instead of cutting it out of blocks larger than the part dimension. The SFF
process consists of two steps [1,2]:
a) design parts using CAD methods to form a STL, VRML, or other file that, in turn, will be sliced and
inputed into algorithms for generation of the paths for fabricating the SFF product; and
b) manufacture the physical component by layering 2D sections with a small third dimension
measurement.
A wide variety of RP technologies have been proposed during the last decade; these technologies can be
for the purpose of rendering 3D objects out of resin, plastic, ceramic, or metal powder[3]; but only a few
ere successfully applied to building structurally strong parts. One of them is SFF technology which allows for
uilding objects from powders by thermal fabrication. The heat source in the SFF process is normally a laser
mpulse in the infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum. This technology presents a real opportunity for
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designers. They would have a chance to design and produce a part that would fit directly to the design or
reconstructed system.
In spite of the fact that Selective Laser Sintering (SLS), Selected Area Laser Deposition (SALD) and
Selected Area Laser Deposition Viper Infiltration (SALDVI) [1,5,9,10] are
successfully used to prepare some parts in laboratories, there is an entire group of questions awaiting answers
before a widespread industrial application of SFF can take place. These questions address the use of CAD
systems, representation of the part model communication between CAD systems and the sintering setup, and
effectiveness of the. sinte!ing process. Some of these questions can be readily solved, as for example the
statement that the dImensIOnal tolerance of a part cannot be smaller than the diameter of the laser beam but
other questions require further studies. The aspects that require studies are: orientation of the part, optimal
shapes .of the part for S~F processes, con~iguration of the part, and the relation between the part mechanical
propertIes and the renderIng patterns. In thIS paper, the effect of rending patterns on the integrity, microstructure
and mechanical properties of the part is investigated.
2. Desk-Top SFF System and Design and Rendering of Samples
The apparatus used in this research is a desktop SFF apparatus built in our laboratory. The apparatus is
equipped with four kinds of software: the CAD software, slicing software, the laser path design software and
the laser path control software. The primary functions and components of the apparatus are shown in Fig. 1. The
apparatus includes a diode laser power system [4,5], powder feeding system, oxidation prevention system, and
laser scan control system.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the desk-top SFF system.
The solid models were designed using Cadkey software [6]. The Cadkey data were e~ported into STL
file format [7,8]. The STL data are then converted into a Direct Motion Control (DMC) machme ~anguage tool
path description in the desired pattern [11]. The application for the conversi<:)ll was create?especlally for the
project. The DMC format was compiled using Galil software [11]. The GallI software utIlIty downloads the
compiled data to a controller card attached to the computer. The controller card controls the separate X and Y
servo step motors through a closed loop data feedback.
A total of six different scanning patterns, as shown in Fig. 2, were generated. The first scanning pattern
was a horizontal scan the second was a vertical scan, the third was a horizontal scan with skips, the fourth was
a vertical scan with skips, the fifth was a random grid sca~, a~d the sixth was a mi~ of ho~izontal and vertical
scans. Every sample had three layers. This was done by smtenng a powder layer WIth a dIode laser, followed by
laying down a new powder layer on top of the sintered one, layer-by-Iayer, to form a 3-D structure.

The material was a composition of pre-mixed powder (Fe 34-36, Cu 58-60, Sn6-7) with particle sizes of
100 - 200 !lm. The thickness of each powder layer was either 1 mm or·0.5 mm. However, it was found that the
1 mm layers did not bond well to each other, suggesting that sintering was not sufficient with 1 mm layers. As
such, most of the samples fabricated had a powder layer thickness of 0.5 mm. Further, the results presented in
this paper were obtained from samples made with layers of 0.5 mm thick, unless otherwise stated.
The laser spot diameter was 0.8 mm. The scan speed was 0.8 mm/sec with path axes speed 0.5 mm apart
apart 0.5 mm (0.3 mm overlay). The spot temperature was in the range of 800 - 900 degrees C and the powder
bed temperature was 80 - 200 degrees C. The experiment was done in flowing argon gas with a diode laser of
810 nm and a laser power of 15 watts.
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Fig. 2. The set of six test samples with different scanning patterns.
3. Sintered Parts and Their Properties
T~e physical images of six test samples are shown in Figure 2. Note that samples #1, #2, and #3 had
small "t~l1s". This was due to. the fact.that in those sa~ples the origin of rendering was set up beyond the
boundanes of the sample. ThIS was slightly corrected In the sample #2 and an even bigger correction was done
when generating sample #3. The tail was clipped completely when samples #4, #5 and #6 were generated. To
clip the tail completely the origin of the laser path pattern was moved into the middle of those samples.
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The surface roughness, density, tensile strength and microstructure of all the samples were characterized.
The results are summarized in Table I (density and tensile strength), Fig. 3 ( the load vs. displacement curve),
Fig. 4 (surface roughness), and Fig. 5 (microstructure). It was found that the densities of samples made through
six different scanning patterns were similar and all of them were about 40% of the theoretical (Table 1). The
low density of the sintered material was apparently due to the low density of loose powder used. A powder
slurry has been considered to improve density in the future, . The microstructure examined, as shown in Fig. 5,
was consistent with the density measurement, i.e., there were many pores in the sample. Samples #1, 2,4, 5 and
6 (not shown in Fig. 5) also had microstructure similar to #3 . The tensile test indicated that the strength of the
samples was stronger along the laser scanning direction than perpendicular to the scanning direction. However,
the strength ob.tained was far belo~ the tensile strength of Fe or eu metals. This was not a surprise since there
was a substantial amount. of pores m the samples. It ~as als? noted that different scanning patterns (e.g.,
samples #1,3,5 and 6) dId not seem to offer substantIally dIfferent strengths. However, more work is needed to
further elucidate this.

Sample #
1
2
3
4
5
6

Relative Density (%)

Tensile Strenght (MPa)

36.2
36.7
40.8
37.5
36.8
37.3

7.6
4.4
5.9
3.5
6.9
7.1

Table 1. Density and tensile strength of samples with different scanning patterns
The tensile test results, recording load vs. displacement, are shown in Fig. 3. The surface roughness of
sample # 3 is shown in Fig. 4. One can notice that the width of the laser path scans was about 0.5 mm with an
overlap of about 0.3 mm. This agrees with the actual scan settings.
4. Warping and Distortion During Sintering

The sintering process resulted in warping and distortion of layers. This was expected. The degree of
warping and distortion depended on the laser scanning pattern. With all patterns the warping was severe enough
that part of each layer protruded above its intended plane a distance greater than the layer thickness. During the
sintering process, powder added for a subsequent layer could not be plowed and smoothed to the proper height
because of the protrusion. Instead the powder was smoothed using the peaks of the underlying layer as a guide.
The depth of the powder for subsequent layers became variable. As a result, the powder thickness awa~ from
the peak could exceed the desired thickness, while near the peaks the thickness tapers to zero. With a gIven
pattern of peaks the depth of subsequent layers also varies depending on the direction the powder is plo~ed in.
When the powder was plowed so that the peaks occur in parallel then the powder would fIll the depressIOn
between the peaks. When the powder was plowed so that the peaks occurred. in series, there would be l~ss
powder overall and some area~ wouldn:t ~ave any powd~r at ~ll. The p~otru.sIOn of th.e peaks also ma~e It
difficult to plow the powder without shIftmg the underlymg pIeces of smtenng matenal. Samples whIch were
accidentally shifted had to be discarded.
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Fig. 3. The tensile test results of sample #3.

Fig. 4. The surface roughness of sample #3.

Fig. 5. The optical image of the cross section of sample #3. The bright area shows metals, while the dark area is
porosity.
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5. Conclusions
This paper concentrated on the laser pattern design to minimize the warping and distortion of layers
during rendering and to maximize the density and mechanical properties. Certain laser scanning patterns help to
release heat so that warping and distortion can be minimized; but these patterns may not be advantageous from
the viewpoint of the density and strength of the material. It was found that the densities of samples made using
different scanning patterns were similar. However, the tensile strength of the samples exhibited substantial
dependence on the scan direction. In general it was noticed that the samples were strong along the laser
scanning direction, and weak perpendicular to the scanning direction. These results suggest that laser scanning
patterns should be designed to minimize the warping and maximize the tensile strength of a part in the direction
according in which the tensile strength is the critical.
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